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This Memorandum describes a three-dimensional numerical stress-analysis
computer program which originated at the Department of Mechanical Engineering,
Imperial College, University of London. It is based on the Boundary Integral
Equation (BIE) method and it is used to carry out stress analysis of three-
dimensional components of couplex geometry. Stress intensity factors can be
derived for the case where the component is cracked. The body is assumed to
have linear elastic isotropic properties. The condition of plane strain is
assumed at all points along the crack front except where it intersects the free
surface, where plane stress assumptions are made. The program is written in
standard FORTRAN and it is now operational on the Materials and Structures
departmental VAZ computer.

Step-by-step instructions have been presented together with examples
illustrating the input and output formats.

Validation and accuracy checks of the computer program have been made by
solving two bench mark problems where the BIE solutions are compared with known
accurate solutions.
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Thlug san describes 4 computer progam BUD3, which is used for solving three-
dimenuional elastostatics; probem using the Boundar'y Integral Rquatio (31%) ontbod.

Thi program my be used as a nmrical tool for the stress analysis of three-dimensional
cracked components in linea elastic Isotropic bodies.

Ibs fundamntals of the Boundary Zntegral Equatiss mstbod hav boom described
ostensively elsewheare (see for Instance Saneijee and Butterfield I) and will not be

* repeated here. Soboundary surface of the body is divided into small regions called
* lmas; In this progre 3=33 isoparauostric quadrilateral elemnts with sight-nodeis

are used. The distributi.. of surface gostry. and the vnknown disilwaceuto and trac-
tie wre emp aned La tum of quaftatic shape functions of local coordinates, After
the displaements ad stresses have been, calculated. the basic concepts of linear elastic
tactor ameoses are used to determ the stress Intensity factors.

The original cmpter program Which es developed in the Necaniwcal Engineering
Deprmt at imperial College, Unsiversity of londoa2, has been, modified and adopted Into
the Nterials end Streator"s departmtal WA1 computer. This Hemrmadu describes its
us and laws dow the procedures for data preparatin and Input.

is erder to relieve the weft lead for large problem ad eliminate hinn eror
dui o h presses of data preparation, a three-dmnsioal sms-gaeration program bas

bees deoeloped In collaboration with Uouthaipten University 1. and adopted as a data
preparation tooll it is presented bares as an option to the users.* For the purpose of
obtaining a three-diamnio~l representation of the generated mosh a three-dimensional

grahic plotting ponrepu has been devlope at MR., so that the diacretisation data can
be shacked visually in tam of element topology and modal coordinates before use. The
plotting program, is written in SAMI end it run interactively on a Rowlett Packard
EM4477 graphics terminal.

The orasoisaties of the S=33 program as well as tbs function of each subprogram
in W=3 is briefly described in section 2.

is section 3. the teosiq of modelling a problem, ths element design and sub-
divisions are described in detail. Also described in section 3 are the guide-linas for
the preparation of em input data file. is order to ake this preparation as simple as
possible, the teqetaer pcopa for the mash-gsmrios sad graphics plotting hae bees
briefly described in section 3.4 and Illustrated with inoqles In mcties 5. The full
descriptions of thes utility progrm is described elsewhere.

The teebsique, of detemining; the stress intensity tset.crs is costained in
section 4, owing a eemtre-craehed *Meims "as m oole. The III reslts are comaered
with the values obtained by ftm using the hesadary callecat Len ethod. Is order to

eeties t accueeracy of the MM32 oeputer Is pen the stress somentvuafo factors for
a flast plate with a central norml hale have bese "Ulaced for asqaiiso with known

* aecurate solutions.



2 A TM-DIC5AL M1 COMWUTU PSUAN IM1 AN ILASIC I=!

SIM ia a computer pregran foeethe analysis of elatic behaviour of a three-
dimal body ung dho method of &wndery Integrl Zquatom. it is written La stand-
ard MkAE. 2he body ia assumed to bave isotropi properties. in order to uee this
computer progrm,6 the surface of the three-dimensional body maet be diacretiagi and divided
Into a samumer of eight-node quadrilateral elemnts. Both the gomery and the vanl-
ations of the boundary displacemnts sad trations ove these elments are approulmetely
represented by quadratic shape functions.

With these appromizatios. the postnal Lategral equatien an be witten a a not of
simultaeose linear, algebraic equatioma* which are solved mubj eat to the bousdery cown-
diticas (eithei displacement or stress) of the problem. Diplacts u* tioas of
the surface nodal points are produced, from ubich the stresses at the surface modes end
the displacements and the at.reas at amy required internal points cm be lialculeted.
Detailed descriptions of the SIM3 method and the nmrical formulation used in the
analysia my ha foundin La f 2.

2be compoter program 3SIM him beem written La standard V0MAN imqpug and it is
divided into a msin program and a total of 24 subprogrm 2be erder of the subprogram
are listed halom together with a brief deacription of each function:

(1) To=U- Fenn the netriz and the second meber by III method (is rijat-hand side
of anI equations).

(2) MM- Resa a mab of aight-modt quadrilateral elemnts.

(3) NBOUIUT- Writes out the nshb data.

(4) ARM- puts elemt node ,r i and odal coordinates La arrays.

(3) TI*13- Transforms cylindrical og spherical sysem of coordinates to cartesian
sstem.

(6) ICS- Input, process and output of the boundary conditions.

(7) SUP$- Calculates shape functions and their derivatives.

(6) LMA1- Calculates liaear shape functiona and their derivatives.

(9) JAC3I- tvaluates the Jacobi=n and the components of the unit vector. noral.

(10) 131*10- Calculates the Jacobian for the "as where the first argumnt of the
kernels La a node of the element.

0 1) UIZ- Calculate kernels 9 and T

(12) =TOR- Carries mut the umiwical Integration of kernel iroducts to form the
mtrix and second mubor where the first argumnt is net a sode of the
elemet.

(13) 11g- carries out the integration of the kernel products there the first arys-
me is a mode of the elemet.

(14) 1aMM- Applies the boundary codeioe to foam the nutria and the oecoed ieber.j



(is) waxY- sales te laa eqasiams by tde DI fornalatim. ibis version treats
me leed am8 only.

(1S) MaI- trmosf*M streses tM the legal em of coordinates to the global epsten.

(19) P8233- Calculate. the principal stresses at the modes

(20) =an- seon" the coordiates ef tde internal points.

(21) STRAIP- Coaulates ste ak eswr of dwelastic boos.

(22) FOR- Calculates the equivalent edal farm of the prescribed uniform stresses.

(23) ==- Calculate. med outputs the diaplacts an streses at internal points.

(24) ZM- Calculates the hermols for internal potats.

Thbs seed.., describes tde operati instructions for the 3rSI progra. Descrip-
tie. of the results prdcdfor a anucosafully onecuted prblaM are described in0
Appendix 3.

3.1 Ufdellina of problem

Ter all EMN asthods. modelling of problem always starts by discretisiug the outside
erface thieb is known as the bom"dar etour of the deotei. The bounary contest of a

three-diinasional body is repreented by surface elemoss 7bTh type of alems used iu
the program at present is restricted to am lo sso-.ds ioperamotric quadrilateral surface
oeae. as ohm Is Fig 1. SoT parrmtria representacion of the elmncs enable curve-
caree to be modelled there the gootry oftthe surface is defised In toe of quadratic
oboes fmtiead o taitriaste coordinate. of doe elmet.

The modlliag teebsique is usually staple, bet a doecsi.., eat be sede -n hew may
surf e elemots we *eeded to repreemc emy particular praile to the desired accuracy.
This is menally distated by the ecuglaicy of doe structural obaoe to be ndelled. The
maecrey of the remst esa to Lugrove as theo e of alms used ia the modelling
of the problems Lases, but the empating time med aeet increases too. Therefore the

use most strihe a balance betwuem thems factors. altheu* the modelling of a prebims
is relatively staple sad straiotorvrd sm vales sast be observed Ia order to preserve
the eepeibilty of the almost sode. between elemats.

Thee awe ely a lew minee thiebmood to be observed hean modelling the surface of
a three-diamstimal, body an the ar desribed below$

Ca eseaibilicy of alemost aede. for all the alemosts most be preserved a

(b) a evs cnveation met be observed Ahm Assi the surface elemets.
s eiht-eede quadrilateral elmone eas be defined by a clockwise traverse around

the alemost e viewed em the outside surfacel
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(c) the eigt-node quadrilateral elment mst have four eidest although the sides
ueed not to he equal in length. they need to be continuous an smoth so that they
cam be fitted accuretely with the quadratic shape function.

3.2 glases: subdivision

Ay eight-nod. quadrilateral eleusit my be subdivided Into a erof smaller
elments. ?air aemeple, a large equare element can be split Into two halves by drawing a
line through the middle as sho= In rig 2, but In doing so we need to Introduce a total
of five extra nodal points La order to restore the comptibility of two eight-node
elets as shows La Fig 3. Patcher nodes my have to be Introduced *in adjacent elements.
Por example, In the modelling of a three-dimensional body. inch as the cube in Pig 4a,
the subdivision of one of the elementsan one side of the cube causes Incompatibility of
modal points with the elments adjacent to it. Further additional nodal points. Is all
a tot of 12 "aschown in Pig 4b, mast be Latroduced La order to restore the comptibility
of nodes. Generally, elemnt eubdivision or a refined tach will Improve the accuracy of
the resuli but the procae of element subdivision also repidly increaes the memer of
elments for a three-dimcional body. The aztra elments created increase themun
of input data ad the computational time required. Nowever careful mobh design and the
mse of arbitrarily shaped eight-node elemmnts can improve the modelling efficiency.
Parther Improvemet in the formulations of the shape function would &LloM triangular
eLminac to be need and would provide even greeter efficiency In terms of mobh decigni a
spacial algorithm to needed! for this n It is being developed jointly with Ioothimston

3.3 Descvrtion. of the Iist data

Fer eech problaii, the Ftp rnoad in a numer of sets of data in the order choow
belam, the physical units for thick mot be a self-censisteat set. Apart from the UU.Z
and the specification of the coordinate "ystem. all input data mny be entered in the form
of free-format. The best my to see how this wa is to follow an example whick mny be
fon Isausction 5. 1 end the corresponding input data file is listed in 1 hpein A with
descriptions. It cheuld be noted that met all input data defind below my be present
for a given problem.

A. Problem title

vo lter problM title$ it san be 90 characters lowg.

a. QuadratUre formla data

Rolter the order of Gaussian quedreture formla used for the nmrical integration suer
quadrilateral elemnts end the eorrespaift Gaussian &basis@" and coefficiants.
(Notes Mhe Gaussian absciss" and its coefficients are uced in the Gaussia quadrature
forula* to evaluate various Integrals over elemnts and cells in 313. A @eset sumar
*f these values is histed in hpeni 9 or a comprehensive *at of the coefficients
my be found in Sef t0. As a guide line fourth- or einth-ecder of Gaussian quadrature
is sufficient for met *ass. If in doubt. the safest my to get inforation as the
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stability of the results is to mks several is with different orders of Gaussian

quadrature.)

C. Material properties

sEInter the Toung's sdulus and Poisson's ratio of the elastic body.

DV. Geometric mosh data

En lter the total musher of surface Nodal poits, the total umber of surf ace elements,

the mesh data output control parainter (to 0 or f) wAere

t mobh data output supprs sed
t mosh data printed out

ad the matimus physical dimension of the domain (distance between the to furthest

apart bounary alownta); this value need call be estimated to a round figure.

(Note: problnm requiring total umer of nodal points, 331(332 and total 7e of
elements, MM1 i can be treated without changing the dLimos of the arrays in the

2. Nodal coordinates Input

Enter the type of system of coordinates used,

STmU- Cartesian coordinate s"stem

STIECT - Cylindrical coordinate systems
M341u - Spherical coordinate system

Enter the modal point a~r with the corresponding coordinates in accordance with
she following tablet

ST - IC TW Z

Cartesian 2 a
Cyindrical polar r a

spherical r

whre the agles 6 and # are the usual coordinate angles, and are measured in

degree. in this Namoeaimea mles are liven using Cartesian coordinates only.

F. Blut o

Oft lnter the eleomn &umer$ and the elemeat moe moters Of the riakt-mode quadrilateral

elemnt. (The ceordiases corresponding to the sode numers were previosly defined

ins a boeve.)

G. Pasa of internal soints

* -~~owIte the total authr of internal point seluisin required. these usually are the

poitst of Interest, Inside the boundary of the body, skeve stresses, displacemnts

* eand tractions are required. If no internal solution is required then "Ma mast be



Oenrd insteadamd Skip to 3. For non-sews "eluss, the coordinates of eaich interior
poi.nt are to be entered. Usa forest of the coordinate system for the internal points
mat be the aem as for the surface points.

I. Somndairy conditions data

per data input purpose, the boundary conditions are of three types; displacement
constraints, node constraints and applied uniform stresses over certain elements.

*6 later dhe total somer of aemots with displacement bounary conditions.
(notes Unonam er of displacvmmt boundary conditions st be loe than 110 if
the dimensions of the arrays in the program are not to be changed.)

a.enter the total amber of point constraints where tractions are mero.

(Note: point constraints are often used in 31SM to fix the rigid body mtion of a
body in a choe direction a in the eznle in section 5.2. boweyer, the user should
mare *ben choosing the poitt of constraint for tis purpose that they will not

camse any vaesirable effects to the final calculated solutions. The amium number
of point constraints most he loe than 30 if the dimnions of the arrays in the
program are not to be chansod.)

-- enter the total vu~er of sets of applied unif orm stress*@.

If there are one or sorm elements constrained then for each element involved:

Senter the constrained elemet nmber. the direction In which the element is
coustrained (1, 2 or 3), where

I : prescribed displscement components in the I-direction
2 1 prescribed displacement coponents in the I-direction
3 : prescribed displacement components in the Z-direction

and enter the prescribed displacement components.

7W (Note: The ordering of the elements is arbitrary.)

If there are one or more node constraints, for each node:

*0 enter the constrained nodal point vm~er end enter the direction of constraint
(I1. 2 or 3), where

I prescribed displacement components in the I-direction
2 : prescribed displacement components in the I-direction
3 s prescribed displacement components in the Z-direct ion

(notes The ordering of the nodes is arbitrary.)

if there are one or were sots of uniform applied stresses, for each set:

Sim cater the total mihr of elements subjected to the uniform applied stresses

sed specify the magnitude of the stress fields in Paz, Pyy, Paz, Pay, pot and byt.
(Note: A conbsination of these stress fields mey be specified so that the similated
ted csm be characterized.)



to Eter the total numer of elements ishich ane not orthogonal to, but @hare, nodes
with, those elements acted on by tha. stresses.
Clotes The maimn mober of elements subjected to the uniform applied stresses
met be lean than 40 it the dimenaions of the arrays In the progrm are not to be
chane.)

** Eter the alsmat moer of the elements that are subjected to the above set of

3.6 Nak-seneration Poram and zrasihic-slottins computer Proccon

Althoqft the Input to much simpler for the boundary eloit mthod than for the
finite element method, meat of this advantage would be lost If the coordinates of each
meek-point and the cenectivity of each almont hod to be Input separately. Therefore,
In order to make the process of creating a data file as simple as possible. a three-
dimensional mesh-generation program has been developed and Installed in the Materials and
Structures departmental VAX computer. The progran not only saves time but also eliminates

my of the um smero which my occur during anna preparation of the coordinates and
admnt topologies. The mesh-ganratiou program Is called N33D. It is based on auto-
matic elemont subdivision of a-few large blocka iwhich are defined as Input datai each
block is than subdivided into elsmnta according to the subdivisions which are provided
as Input data. HUMD will calculate all the nodal coordinates for all -the subdivided
elements. The nodal point umering convention (clochuise or anticlockvise). generated
for the meak. will be the so as the Input data mobering convention. At present, the
mashes calculated by the NZum are in Cartesa coordinathe only.

After a mesh has bee gensrated by the U3MD, it can be viaually checked by plot-
ting out the meoh on a graphics display scymen or on paper. The plotting of the mesh is
an essential part of the msh-generation procedure because the only way to check the
topology of the mobh quickly sd accurately is by viaual inspection of a three-dimnsioal
view of the mesh; the large volum end the three-dimnsional compleuity of the maob data
often mae it virtually Impossible to check nmrically.

A full report 3and a comprehensive user's gaide for both the mee-generation program
and the graphic plotting progresshave been prepared at the as= tim as the present Techni-
cal Nimorendow. Details of the baui of the mee-generation procedure, subdivision pro-
cess and the coenectivity of individual blocks are explained with enamples. Is that
report, the operations of the graphic plotting program and data handling are also explained
with examples.

4 EWUUICM. 9YILUTflO OF TU M958 IWST FACIOR

The behaviour of a fatigue crack is a given material is controlled by the parameter
ealled the stress intensity factor, K , which is a measoure of the severity of the streiss

I- field at the crack tip. The stress intensity factor XI under Node I Conditions is a
function of the loading and the geometry of the crack and the body. The numerical eveIu-

acids of crack front acres@ intensity factors using the 315 method involves tUP Phase.:I
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(a) carrying out a stress analysis of a cracked body using a boundary element mesh,
ad

(b) development of techniques for the determination of the stress intensity factors

after all the displacements end tractions are calculated for all the elements.

It should be noted that in the present program ()Z=30) only those crack problem

symmetric about the plane of the crack and under Jbde I leding can be analysed;I advant-

age is taken of the symmetry about the crack plane, thus reducing the physical problem

sine to be analysed. In the mdelling of the physical problem, the crack plane is

represented as a boundary with appropriate boundary conditions. The crack face Is

normally free of constraints, but stress constraints way be applied if required. Zero

noml displacmnts are prescribed an the plane ahead of the crack.

Various techniques for determining K from the boundary Integral results can be

used but in the present study only the.'displacement method' will be used; it is explained

In the following section.

4.1 The displacement method

For a general three-dimnsional crack, the stress Intensity factor will vary with

the position along the crack front. for an infinite three-dimnsional body the relation-

ship between K end displacement in a plane perpendicular to the crack front is the same
as in the ton-Imensional plane strain case. It is therefore assumed that the relation-

ship between K and displacement In the plane perpendicular to the crack front is given

by the iwo-dLmnmal plane strain equations if the plane is within the body. fot a

surface plane it is assumed that the relationship is given by the plane stress equations.

These procedures hae been discuss"d by Crwmss

The two-dimensional displacement field (alsou21 as show in Fig S, at a distance

r from the crack tip uner Mode I condition is defined as9

e 's [K - 1.2 sin2

whre suffix* I and 2 ree othe direction a and y respectively, us is the shear
medulus, and

(3 - 40) for plane strain1 ) , (2)

vV for plane stressJ

mbere v is Poisson's ratio. lot points along a radial line normel the crack front and

is the plane of the crack, the displacement normal to the crack face (to 0 6 inC

Fig 3) lot
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U2  " ,(3)

where r is the distance from the crack front, and Z' is the material stiffness, equal
to the Young's medulus, 9 , for plane stress conditions and equal to 1/(l-v 2 ) for
plane strain.

if the computed value of u2  at radial distance r from the crack front is V
the corresponding value of r1 . say I t i obtained from (3). ie

'IT "(4)

The above equation (3) is strictly valid only in the limit when r approaches

seto. Thus, values of * are obtained using (4) from the computed displacements V
at a seris of nodal points along a radial line on the crack face and extrapolated to
r a 0 to yield the crack front stress intensity factor 3 . The computed values V
in regions very close to the crack front are, however, less reliable and it is therefore
necessary to extrapolate from relatively large values of r . This inaccuracy is clearly
shown in the worked example described in section 5.2 (Fig 13) where * is plotted

against (rI) . and where C is the crack length. The constant slope portion of the
curve is extrapolated to r - 0

he setrapolaion mtbod or the displacement method above does not contain any
special provision in the numerical forimlation for the ri dependence of the displace-

meant or the r- i singularity in traction at the crack front. Although the boundary
integral equation method lives good resolution of the solution parameters, a relatively
fine grid around the crack front is still necessary in order to obtain reasonably accurate
values of 11 by these extrapolation methods. To overcome this mejor disadvantage, it is
possible for the users to employ the 'quarter point elements' at h*t crack front in the

mh design. The basic concept underlying the quarter point element is that the require-
ment for the rl dependence of the displacement near the crack front in the 8-node

quadrilateral elements can be achieved by placing the aid-side nodes of the elements
either side of the crack front at the quarter point instead of the aid-point. The pos-
itioning of nodes for quarter point elements is illustrated diagramtically in Fig 6.

It is important to note that this procedure does not require special shape functions in
the iooparmastric coordinate space and therefore does not require any different computer
subprogram. The resolution and accuracy of the solution parameters near the crack tip can
be improved further still by the application of the 'Singularity Elements' ahead of the
crack front in the numerical formulation of the fracture problem.

4.2 The 'ginSularity Elemonts'

The special 'SLaularity Slimets', which exhibit the stress (strain) and traction
- singularities occurring at the crack front, have been used in two-dimensional problems.

They require less mesh refinement around the crack-tip region than the extrapolation
method, described-earlier. to obtain accurate values of the stress intensity factors.
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This concept has been introduced from the finite element method and extended to the
boundary integral equation method vith the tsoparametric formlation. The basic concept
underlying the singularity is that there is a requirement for an r'i singularity in
tractions which can be achieved by imposing a shape function in the numerical formulation

to characterize this rit behaviour near the crack tip. The special formulation needs
to be contained in a computer subprogram. However, sinplarity elements in tractions

have been forminlated in two dimensions only7 and no three-dimensional procedures are yet
available.

5 TEST CASES

This section contains two worked examples which will be used to illustrate the
three-dimensional boundary almot program (SD) and how it can be used to calculate

stress ooncentmtiona factors and stress intensity factors.

Zn order to shoy the method of data preparation and the format layout of an input

data file, the input data file of example (1) is shown in Appendix A and the correspond-
ing output data file is shown in Appendix B.

The BiE solutions are cmared with known accurate solutions.

5.1 Determination of stress eonantration factors

A thick flat plate with a circular hole normal to the plate surface, as shown in

Fig 7, is a classical stress gone ztraton problm and well documented in the engineering

field. Nany accurate numerical solutions for this specimen are readily available for
comparison of results. Therefore it will be used here as a test case for the BIE3D

computer progrsm.

For simplicity, only a quarter of the flat plate will be modelled by making full
use of the symetry about the x- and y-s. The three-dimensional mesh representation

of the quarter plate consists of a total of 52 quadrilateral surface elments and a total
of 158 nodal points. The numbering system of the mesh for the surface elements and the

nodal points is shown in Figs 8 and 9 respectively. The corresponding input data file
(FP.DAT) is listed in Appendix L. This input data file my be either typed in by the

user following the steps described in section 3.3 or it can be generated using the mash-
generation program MS= as briefly mentioned in section 3.4; as a demonstration, the
corresponding MZSR3 input data file is shown here in Appendix C. By comparing the two
files in Appendix A and Appendix C it can be seen that a large saving in term of data
preparation is possible. A user's guide for the preparation of a ME O3D input data file
has been prepared in the form of a Technical Memorandum3 .

tinally, the comnds required to submit the file (p.DOL) for the B3u3D execution

run are as shown:

$ASSIGN F.DAT FOR005 (assisned to logical unit 5)
$ASSIGN 1.13 1006 (assi8ned to logical unit 6)
$SUN 313D 

where I.EZS is the output file of the results, as shown in Appendix 3; it contains the
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displacements, the tractions and the stresses for all the nodes and all the internal

points (if specified) of the quarter flat plate. In this problem, the miim stresses
are tensile In the direction of the applied stress and occur at the sides of the hole an
the net section. The stress onesufratiou factor can be def ined as k a a /a

In order to demntrate the variation of stresses through the thickness of the

specimen the stresses along one side of the hole are plotted from one side of the surface
to the other as shown In Pig 10. The menmo stress o,wxtpat factor occurs at the
mid-plane having a value of 3.26, decreasing'to 3.01 at the free surface. Also in Fig 10
are the solutions obtained by Sternberg and Sadawaky 4using an analytical approach for an
infinite plate having the sms ratio, "/T, of plate thickness to hole diameter. The
corresponding analytical solutiona are 3.1t and 2.76 respectively. Deaeo of the effect

of the finite width of the plate, the 312 solution should be reduced by approximately 1Z

for comparison with an infinite plate. towever, the I solutions remain approximately

3-4Z higher than those obtained analyticallyl this is satisfactory agreement In view of
the relatively coarse boundary wesh used.

5.2 Determination of stress Latensity factors

The compact tension specimen used for fracture toughness testing (hSTK E399-74)

was represented by a tingle-Edge-Crack (BBC) specimen, as shown in Fig 11, with crack

length. C, width. 1, thickness, 2, and length, 21, such that CW - T/V a 0.5 and 1/V a 0.6.
Poisson's ratio was taken to be 0.3. Taking advantage of the two-plane symmetry. only

one-quarter of the specimen was modelled. The boundary mosh idealization is shown in

Pig 12. It consists of 64 surface elements and 194 nodes. The numbering system of the

mashes for the surface elements and the nodal points are shown in Pigs 12 and 13 respec-
tively. tn order to simualate the compact tension specimen load, a uniformn shear stress,

a ,was applied to the z - 0 plane, as shown In Fig ft. to produce a total vertical

load in the y-diractione where the uniform shear stress used in this present example was

unity.

The stress intensity factors along the crack front were obtained by the estrapol-

atiou method with the use of crack face displacements as described in section 4.*1.

For the present example, the crack face displacements at the free rlinac. plane, mid-

plane sand samary plane ware used in order to calculate the stress intensity factors

along the crack front. The results are presented in graphical form in Fig 14 where the

noramalisad stress intensity factors A /1(C) i/TV)) are plotted against Cr/C) and the

linear portion of the curve is thee entrapolated to the crack tip and yields the value of

IIat raE It shmuld bemnoted that the results shon InFg 14 were obtained with

the conventional isoparamtric elements. Plane strain conditions were assmd to Prevail
at all points along aba crack front. eacept where it intersects thle free surface and
there plane stress assnumptions ware med.

4 The variation of the normelised stress intensity factors along the crack front are

plotted in Yig 15. Also shown in Fig t5 is the two-diumsionAl plane strain solution

for the actual test specimen geometry obtained by Hewman (1974) 3 using the boundary

collocation method. which i136.The planeltio obtained in this case is 13.36,



MAther problem we analysed using the sae specimen. In this. cuse a uniform
tenile stress. an 0ws applied at the y a a plae, an show in Fig I f. Rh. stress
Iatensity factors were qagi calculated using the displacement method and their variat ion
acrss the Whanss of the specimen is show In Pig 16. The stress intensity factors
were somlssd by o(C11  in this case. and at the almetry plane the value obtained
me 2.85, while that at the free surface mee 2.60. Again, plane strain conditions were
assme to prevail at all nodal poitt along the crack length. enet at the free surface.

so results for the sam geometry and leading are available In the literature for
comparison. Usurver, a two-dimensional Plane strata solution of the sormelised K of

2.60 hae been calculated 'for a specin with the am crack length by Bowie and Neal 6

using the conformal mppin technque.

6 DISCUhSION AND WEMMSIONS

in the present Monorandom a compater program based on the Bonary Integral
Equation method has been described. Soe essential parts of the "porating procedure of
the program hae been demonstrated wit exaples. It bas been shorn that with care the

computer program can be used an a umerical tool to calculate the stress intensity
factors for a cracked body. The method illustrated In the worked examples for the cal-

culation of the stress intensity factors is based on the displacement etrapolation

method. Mthemtically, the extrapeation method is based on the two-dimensional stress
fields in a two-dimensional plane body..- Therefore it is met an exact analogy in the

thrae-dimensional cases. Nowever for as infinite three-dimensional body the relation-
ship between K and displacement in a plae perpendicular to the crack front is the same
as in the two-dimensional plane strain case. On the other hand, the surface of a three-

dimnsional body cannot be represented by the two-Immsional plane stress equations.
Therefore better methods are needed so that mre reliable stress intensity factor
solutions can be obtained in the future. Currently, there are two methods being
developed jointly in MAR Parohorough end the Mechanical Engineering Department,
Southampton University:

(1) Subtraction method~ li and

(2) Duechner singularity method12

A three-dimesional mesh-generation Program 3has been developed as a tool to pre-
pare input data files for the DIM3 computer program. When the msh-generation program
is coupled with the IME program. the user can solve problems with greater efficiency.
in order to obtain a visual check of the three-dimensional view of the mesh, a three-
dimensional graphic plotting program has also been developed. Theee comuter progress
provide a useful part of the software support for the future 4061e-o- It of any numerical
stress analysis programs to obtain stress intensity factors for cracks In three-
dimnwsional bodies.
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hppoodiz A

3113D PROMAN ZNlfl DATA PILE VW EZSCrOKs

(The following is a u1st"a of the input data file fo the msple
deeoribed in Seotio 5.1.)

DATA FLE. VO31PTI05
TLE: FLAT PLAT WITH A OAIN NOW .... Poblem title.
6.000000 .... Sau msea qluadature.
0.2"6192 0.4679139 .... Gmmala abselea e and
0.612094 0.3607616 ooe0flele t.
0.9324695 0.1713245

-0.2MG192 0.4679139
-.0.612094 0.30616
-0.9324695 0.1713245

1000.000 - 0.3000000 .... Tome's modulus anad Polsul's
ratio.

158 52 1 5 .... Total nmber of nodal pointa, total
nmber of elmets, data-output
parmeter and wmaxim dimenaon of
the poblem.

CAR .... Carteslan coordII-te totes.

I 1.00000 00OO00 0.0000 .... Ndal iber ad oordlnates of
2 1.00000 0.00000 0.0350 the odal poiluts.
3 1.0000 0.00 0.07000
4 1.00000 0.0000 0.10000
5 1.00000 0.00000 0.1000
6 1.00000 0.00000 0.1650
7 1.00000 0.0000 0.20000
a 1.00000 0.05000 0.00000
9 1.00000 0.0000 0.0700
10 1.00000 0.0000 0.13000

-~ 11 1.00000 0.0000 0.2000
12 1-.00000 0.16000 0.0000
13 1.00000 0.16000 0.0500
14 1.00000 0.1600 0.07000
15 1.00000 0.16000 0.10000
16 1.00000 0.16000 0.1M 00
17 1.00O00 0.16000 0.165M0
18 1.00000 0.16000 0.20000
19 1.0000 0.30000 0.00000
20 1.00000 0.30000 0.0700
21 1.00000 0.30000 0.13000
22 1.0 0.30000 0.20000
23 1.00000 0.44000 0.00000
24 1.00000 0.44000 0.03500
25 1.0000 0.44000 0.07000
26 1.00000 0.44000 0.10000
27 1.00000 0.44000 0.13000
25 1.00 0.44000 0.6500
29 1.00000 0.44000 0.20000

. .

II
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30 1.00 0.560= 0.000
31 1.000 0.560= 0.07m0
32 1.000 0.56000 0.13m0
33 1.00000 0.590m 0.20000
34 1.00000m 0.6600 0.000
35 1.000 0.6600 0.03500
36 1.000 0.6600 0.07M0
37 1.00000 0.660 0.10000
36 1.000 0.660 0.13m0

391.000 0.68m0 0.16500
40 1.000 0.6600 0.20000
41 1.000 0.74000 0.0000
42 1.00000 0.74000 0.0710
43 1.000 0.74000 0.13=0
44 1.00000 0.74000 0.20000
45 1.00000 0.60000 0.00000
46 1-000 0.60 0.0350
47 1.000 0.60 0.070
46 1.00000 0.60000 0.10000
49 1.00000 0.60000 0.13=0
50 1.00000 0.60000 0. 16500
SI 1.000 0.600 0.20000
52 0.92350 0.61M2 0.20000
53 0.6599 0.69292 0.20001
54 0.7329 0.4463 0.20000
55 0.56470 0.1m30 0.20000
56 0.500 0.000 0.20000
57 0.6896 0.65660 0.20000

560.79421 0.79421 0.200
590.72961 0.72961 0.20000

60 0.60102 0.60102 0.20000
61 0.47223 0.47223 0.20000
62 0.32198 0.32198 0.20000
63 0.17172 0.17172 0.20000
64 0.0656 0.Com6 0.200
65 0.00000 0.000 0.20000m
66 0.61520 0.92350 0.20000
67 0.69292 0.898 0.20000
68 0.44636 0.7323 0.20000
"9 0.16304 0.56470 0.20000
70 0.000 0.5000 0.20000
71 0.60000 1.00 0.200
72 0.74000 1.000 0.20000
73 0.6600 1.000 0.20000
74 0.5600 1.000 0.20000
75 0.44000 1.000 0.20000
76 0.3000 1.000 0.20000
77 0.16000 1.000 0.20000
76 0.06000 1.00000 0.20000
79 0.000 1.00000 0.200
60 0.60000 1.00000 0.16500
a1 0.6600 1.000 016500
62 0.44000 1.00000 0. 16500
63 0.16000 1.00000 0.16500
64 0.000 1 00000 0.16500

65 .6000 1.00000 0.1"00



66 0-74000 1.0000 .100
67 0.6600 1.0000 .100

69 0.44000 1.000 .30
90 0.30000 1000 0.13M0
91 0.16M0 .00 0.13M0
92 0.0600 =.00 0.1300=
93 0.0000 1000 0.13M0

94 0.6000 1.00000 0.10000
96 0.0001000 0.10000

99 0.6M0.00 0.0000
190 0.740 .00 0000

11 0.660 1.00000 0.0700
t0o 0.74000 1.00000 0.070
103 0.4400 1.00,000m 0.000
102 0.3000m 1.00000 0.0700
105 0.1400 1.000 0.070
106 0.0600 1.00000 0.0700
107 0.00000 1.0000 0.0700
106 0.600 1.00000 0.0350
109 0.660 1.00000 0.0330
10 0.44=0 1.00000 0.0350
109 0.160 1.00000 0.03M0
112 0.4000 1.00000 0.03500
111 0.6000 1.00000 0.000
114 0.740 1.00000 0.0000
115 0.660 1.00000 0.000
116 0.56000 1 .00 0.000
117 0.440 1 .000 0.00000
116 0.500= 1.00000 0.00000
119 0.1600 1.00000 0.000009
li0 0.00 1.000 0.000
120 0.0000 1.000 0.000
122 0492350 0.81520 0.000
123 0.92350 0.61520 0.000

-ik124 0.92M5 0.61520 0.11M0
125 0.6566 0.6566 0.000
126 0.6566 0.6566 0.0350
127 0.~56 0.~56 0.0700
12U 0.~56 0.~56 0.10000
129 0.6~6 0.~56 0.130M
1"0 0.~56 0.6~6 0.1650
131 0.61520 0.9235 0.000
132 0.61520 0.92M5 0.0700
I"3 0.61M2 0.9m35 0.100
134 0.79421 0.7%2*1 0.00000
In 0.6599 0.6922 0.00000
136 0.72961 0.72961 0.0000
137 0.60102 0M6O0 0.00000
136 0.7293 0.4463 9.00000
139 0.4722 0.4722 U.00000
140 0.32196 0.32196 0.00M0

*141 0.56470 0.16304 0.00000

04
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142 0.17172 0.17172 0o.00000
143 O.065 0.04M 0.00000
144 0.50000 0.00000 0.00000
145 0.00000 0.000M0 0.00000
146 0.49M 0.~9 0.00000
147 o.4465 0.73M93 0.00000
14 0.10" 0.470 0.00000
14 0.00000 0.90000 o.00000
190 0.00000 0.90000 0.070
1t1 0.00M o.0 0.13M00
592 0.00000 0.00000 0.0"W0

I"3 0.00M0 0.00M0 0.000
154 0.000 0.00000 0.10000
1SS 0.000M 0.000 0.15000
156 0.0000O 0.000 0.16500
197 o.5o0o 0.00O00 0.o00o
196 0.50000 0.00M0 0.13000

1 1 2 3 9 14 13 12 6 .... Slut s m sod
2 3 4 5 10 16 15 14 9 tUe sew oebm
3 5 6 7 11 16 17 16 10 of Mf 11t-od,
4 12 13 14 20 25 24 23 19 q19w latez'.l
5 14 IS 14 1t 17 26 25 20 eIsMwta.
$ 16 17 16 22 19 2S 27 21
7 23 24 25 31 36 35 34 30
a 25 26 27 32 30 37 34 31
9 27 M 29 3" 40 "39 55 2

10 54 35 36 42 47 44 45 41
11 36 37 5 43 49 46 47 42
1 2 5 39 40 44 51 90 49 43
13 51 44 40 5 "9 55 57 52
14 40 3 9 54 61 60 9 53
is 29 22 16 95 63 62 61 54
16 I6 11 7 IS 65 64 63 5
17 97 IS 99 67 73 T2 71 6
IS 9 4 0 61 66 75 14 73 67
19 61 62 63 69 77 76 75 6
20 63 4 6" 70 79 7 77 69
21 71 72 73 61 67 86 65 0
12 73 74 75 N GO U 67 61
33 79 76 17 6 91 90 69 62
24 77 76 79 66 93 92 91 I6
25 S 666 a 9IS10110or)99 94
26 v 6O 96103 10 101 I5.
27 69 90 91 97 105 104 103 96
aS 91 92 93 is 107 106 105 97
29 9 too 10t lt fti 114 113 too
30 101 100 10 IO 117 114 111 109
31 103 10 109 t111 119 116 117 110
32 105 106 107 112 121 120 111 II1

53 45 46 47 123 127 126 15 12
54 47 46 49 124 129 IS 127 123
5 49 0 91 52 97 I0 189 134

56 129 126 127 132 99 108 113 131
37 127I 1291". SO594 " 132
55 129 130 59766716069133M
39 45 122 125 134 156 175 54 41
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40 34 1" 136 137 139 13 23 30
41 23 10 139 140 142 141 12 19
42 12 141 142 143 145 144 1 a
43 125 131 113 t14 11 144i 136 13
44 136 146 115 116 117 147 139 137
45 1319 147 117 116 119 148 142 140
46 142 148 119 120 121 149 145 143
47 121 112 107 150 1" 152 145 149
48 107 56 9 151 155 154 15 150
49 9 4 79 70 5 16 1 5 151
50 1 144 145 152 13 157 3 2
51 3 157 1" 154 15 158 5 4
52 5 158 155 156 65 56 7 6

0 .... fotl mbr of later al
oint iUtiew aouitw d.

24 1 .... ftal mer I of pla -
at eintolu e]immata,

tot a m&" of d"ala.-
m" ematnmiad SO&* MA
tota nr mts of
mItm a applied stnome..

10 2 10 3 1 0 410 5 10 6 10 .... metzuiteLodeiemt
7 1 0 1 0 9 1 0 10 1 0 11 1 0 12 1 0 bomlk o.ItLems.
2120 2220 "20 2420 2520 2620
27. 0 2520 2920 3020 3120 3220
53 .... eemst maed Rod* bou4,

smditem.
3 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 .... Tal s erof emota

mbJect to the mifeom
appLed I aooo. strome
oeepeneal =A totl
wooer of elemmoat Mmo
- at ertheema to, but
,mo 0ae with theee

elimmts aeted sm
too strnommes.

50 51 52 .... elmmt-omer o em
olmnosto ant am mabjeeted
to m above Set of
mofm appl utusee.30 .... md of data.

S

t
3
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(S"g geti. 3)

.U01M GAIRM AIOZIA AnD GODVIXUT 10 ELDOWL IMTIG!ON Il ME
LOCAL 00-CIDIk! 8TEM

0.233619191100 0.467913903.00
0.661209403400 0.36061613.000
0.93246993. 0.171324513.00

-0.00361919110M 0.44791MM03.0
-0.661209405.00 0.3061611.00
-0.99"4949110W 0.171324513.000

ya's UUZA - 0. 101104 PCZUOES IMOl - 0.3000100

SEEM OF ILOO 52
SEIE 3f0112. PoTls a i so

UN! mm5 1 7 z
CAR 1 0.100=01 0.00003.00 0.00003.00
OR1 a 0.100001 0.00003.0 0.35005-01

CAR 197 0.50003.00 0.00003.00 0.70003-01
CAR lie 0.9ooo3.oo o.0oo. 0.15003.+0

MWX I .1 9 1 N 3 1 Q
I 1 2 3 9 14 13 12 a
2 3 4 5 10 16 15 14 9
4 12 13 14 20 29 24 23 19

51 197 1"3 154 155 is. 5 4
52 9 1". 1"5 196 *5 5 7 6

MSMMIN APB DZILACN AT EM103 P011033W! MQIID.

amn urn MOD =a upo mu mr mPM MA S 02
1 0.0003.00 2 1 0.0009.00 3 1 0.0003+00

4 1 0.0000.00 5 1 0.0003.00 6 1 0.000300
7 1 0.0003.00 a I 0.0003.00 9 1 0.0003.0

10 1 0.0003.00 11 1 0.0003.00 12 1 0.0003.00
81 a 0.0003.00 22 2 0.0003.00 2 2 0.0003.00
24 2 0.0000 25 2 0.0003.00 26 2 0.0003.00
27 2 0.0003.00 as a 0.0003.00 69 2 0.0003.00
30 2 0.0003.00 31 2 0.0003.00 32 2 0.0003.0

-Mod
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O.OIT OVE O.~e MIS ACTO
0
so 51 52

so]* mom ELSK in m m8 *n n mm
1 2 0 0oI0001 144 2 90 0.100401 145 2 O 0.10011,01

192 2 o 0,10 W0 1"' 2 9 0.100 0M 157 2 O 0.100I
3 0s 0.10084'0 2 2 s 0.1000*0M 3 2 9 0.1009001

197 2 9 0.1000 1" 2 l 0.10000W 194 251 0.10050011" 2 0O. 0.#M I S 2 0. 5 0.10 01
4 2 51 0.1006.*0M 2 50 0.10001 145 2 52 0.1003.01

152 2 52 0.10001 15% 2 50 0.10001 5 2 50 0.1001.01
3 2 52 0.100 0 7 2 52 0.1001.01 6 2 52 0.1006-01

1555 1 0.40161152

4 2 51 . -0.34423*01
5112 52 0.0200 00 2 01030 5 030

11 1 -0.40183200

120 2 -0.9961#0

on"A D1WAC3T
3ON1 U T V 3OO1 9 v v
1 .00006.0 -. 12009-0 .51506-04 2 .0000 10 -. 1188-M .296393-04
3 .0000500-1630 .130634 4 .00006100 -. 11673-W-0 082063
5 .00003.00 -. 11063-M -. 13043-04 6 .00000 -. 11885-02 -. 2961-04

153 .21213-03 -. 99625-0 .83773-0 154 .20953-0 -.95573-0 .44653416
155 .21213-03 -. 95623-03 -. 43692-0 15% .2101-0 -. 95423-03 -. 17213-04
157 .M29-M -. 102-0= .64373-0 156 .5923-4 -. 10563-0 -. S4223-0

uim 8m IN3 III 8IML 0431U13 3231M W 00-0M33A

1 0.2569100 0.10623.01 -0.2096300 -0.91-01 0.2113.-01 0.0660 -02
2 0.2 5200 0.10453*01 -0.12673*00 0.00003#00 0.76309-02 0.79203-02

I]



157 0.125U.00 0.100=+M0 0.12433.00 0.0000300o 0.00001.00 -0.69053-02
158 0.12569.00 0.100001 0.124335#0 0.00005.000 0.00008.00 0.68113-0

n23CrnL UUU5U AT M MON
3I= Bie1 5262 56

10.10853001 -0.21048#00 0.62l3.00
2 0.10453.0 -0. 12692#00 0.32563.00
3 0.10313.0 -0.13371,01 0.30333.00

156 0.1050 -0.5665"-1 -0.1599-01
157 0.10003.0 0.11591.00 0.13363.00
ISO 0.10003.0 0.1153.0 .136.

Sin 10Y OF BODY m 30! Am==12.
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Aygnadix C

USM3 PROGIM ISMU DA2A ?ILK

UI2s PLAT MJ!U IUT A CM! ROLE

6
.23861919 .46/91393
.66120940 .376156
.9324699 .17132449
-. 23961919 .46791393
-. 66120940 .3607615
-. 9324 949 .17132449
1000.0 0.3
32 1083
1 12345678
2 5 43 9 10 11 12 13
3 12 11 10 14 15 16 17 18
4 17 16 15 19 20 21 22 23
5 7 6 7 13 122425 26
6 25 24 12 18 17 23 22 27
7 7262525293018
8 25 2722 21 2031 2928
9 20 19 15 14 10 32 29 31
10 130293210932
1 100
2 1 0.1
3 1 0 .2
4 1 .4 .2
5 1 .8 .2
6 1 .8 .1
7 1.80
a 1.40
9 .5 0 .2
10 00 .2
11 .4293 .4293 .2
12 .85W .856 .2
13 .925 .8152 .2
14 0 .5 .2
15 0 1 .2
16 .4 1 .2
17 .8 1 .2
18 .8152 .9235 .2
19 0 1 .1
20 010
21 .4 1 0
22 .81 0
23 .8 1 .1
24 .6"6 .65U6 .1
2 • sW .v5d o
26 .9235 .6152 0
27 .8152 .9235 0
21 .4293 .4293 0

I

Im
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29 000
30 .500
31 0 .50
32 00.1
1 3 4
3.5 3 3.5
2 3.5 3 1.5
24 1
1.5 3 3.5 2
1
341
1.5 3 3.5 2
1
4431.53 3.52
3.5 3 3.5
5313.5 3 3.5
1
631
3.5 3 3.5
1
7 1 4

1.5 3 3.5 2
81 4

1.5 3 3.5 2

3.5 3 3.5

110 1 3

3.5 3 3.5

-lm~i m,,., '',m ,m , m , mm mn d m~mm mm n~oum

m m • •
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A pendix D

DESCRIPTIONS of THE RESULTS OF A PROBLEM

Full descriptins of an utput file of a successfully executed problem are listed

below in this section. Each individual output description in an output file will be

explained so that the users cm follow the output descriptions and check spinet their

am files if required.

Deseriptiaw produced by the computer program $313D will be quoted here as

(output description>.

The results produced for a successfully executed problem are printed in the

following order. The units are those of the Input data which ust be a consistent set.

Problem title is printed according to the particular problem title supplied as input

data.

Gaussian quadrature formula

A heading:

<SPECIFIED GAUSS ABSCISSAE AND COEFFICIENTS FOR ELEMENTAL INTEGRATION IN THE LOCAL

COORDINATE SYSTSO

is printed followed by a headed table of the Gaussian abscissae and coefficients supplied

as input data.

Material property data

The Young's modulus end Poisson's ratio of the elastic body are printed following

the messages < YOUNG'S 1MODULUS- > and < POISSON'S RATIO. > respectively.

Hash data

If the mash data output control parameter (HOUT) has the values zero, so mesh data

are printed. The value of this parameter should be defined. normally by being read in

as data, in subprogram ISH. Any non-zero value causes a full set of mesh data to be

printed in the following order:

(i) A heading <GEOMETRIC DATA FOR THE WESH>

(ii) A message < NUMBER OF ELEMENTS - > followed by the relevant number.

(iii) A message < NUMBER OF NODAL POINTS- > followed by the relevant number.

(iv) A beaded table of node number and global coordinates for each sode in turn in

numerical order.

(v) A heeding <LEMENT DATA> followed by a headed table ce element naber and the

numbers of its eight nodes.

Boundary conditions

(i) A heading <DISPLACIENT BOUNDARY CONDITIONS> is printed. On the next line a heading

<CONSTRAINED ELEMENTS> is printed, followed by a headed table showing element mober,

restraint condition type number (I or 2 or 3) where
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I : prescribed displacement component in the X-direction

2 t prescribed displacement component In the Y-direction

3 : prescribed displacement component In the Z-direction and the components

of the prescribed displacement.

(ii) A heading <TRACTION BOUNDARY CONDITIOS> is followed on the next line by one or

more headed table(s) shoving the total numbaer of elements under each uniform load-

ing, the three stress components and the nusbers of the elements over which the

stresses act. This Is followed by a headed table showing the element number, the

node nu=er, condition type nmber (t or 2) where

I : prescribed traction compomnts In the 2-direction

2 s prescribed traction components in the 1-direction

3 : prescribed traction components in the Z-direction and the components of

the prescribed tractions.

Nodal point tractions and displacements

(i) A heeding <CALCULATD VALUES OF TRACTIOKS> is printed followed by a headed table

showing the node number, condition type nmber (I or 2) where

I : prescribed traction components in the 2-direction

2 : prescribed traction components in the 1-direction

3 : prescribed traction components in the Z-direction and the components of

the calculated tractions.

(ii) A heading <NODAL DLIACMffMTS> is printed followed by a headed table showing the

node number and the computed displacement components for each node in turn in

numerical order.

Shifted nodes

in order to impose the r t / 2 singularity at the crack tip, the id-side nodes of

the elements adjacent to the crack tip are shifted to quarter points nearest to the tip;

hence the Jacobian of the transformation from global to local coordinate system becomes

zero. This cases the following message to be printed.

(JACOBIAN - . AT NODE I ELEENT NO 1 K

with NN and MR replaced by the relevant numbers. The program is not halted. Rovever,

the stresses at that node are not calculated since the stresses would be infinite there.

Nodal point stresses

A heading <STRESSES IN TUE GLOBAL CARTESIAN SYSTEK OF COORDINATES> is printed

followed by a headed table showing the node number and the SIX stress components for each

node in numerical order.

interior points

if any internal solutions are required a heading <INTERNAL POINT COORDINATES) is

printed followed by a headed table showing internal point number and the coordinates of

the point.

I . . .... .. .... _ _.. .. .. ..
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Displacement and stresses at interior points

L) The first set of the final set of results to be written are the stresses at internal

points. A heading <STRESS AT ZNTEIRA IPOWTS> is followed by a headed table shoving

the interior point ausber end the three stress components for each poaint.

(ii) Finally, a heading MISPLkCIMENTS AT ITERNAL PONTS 2 is followed by a headed table

showing the interior point mmber and the displacement compouents for each point in

turn.
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SUMIARY Or TU GUSSTIA QADRTAU C0Z1ZnCIIUTS

Gaussian abscissas Gaussiam coeffilents

a 0.3399610435 0.6521451548
4 a 0.8611363115 0.3478546451

3 -0.339610435 0.6521451548
: -0.8611363115 0.3478548451

a 0.2386191860 0.4679139345
a 0. 661209864 0.3607615730

6 a 0.9324695142 0.1713244923
S -0.23-6191860 0.4679139345
a -0.6612093864 0.3607615730

--0.9324695142 0.1713244923

a 0.16344424 0.3626837833
o 0 .52324099 0.313706"458
0.7966664774 0.2223810344
0.9602898W5 0. 101 2285362

-0.1834346424 0.3626"33
-05255324099 0.3137066458
-0.7966774 0.2223810344
--0.9602664 0.1012285362
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Figs 1-3

Fig I Eight-node quadrilateral element

Fig 2 Subdivision of an eight-node quadrilateral element

Fig 3 Two equal size eight-node quadrilateral element
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Fig 10
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Fig 10 Variation of stress concentration factors at oNe
side of a normal hole
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Fig 12
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Fig H4

SURFACE PLANE
INTCP- 11.75
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Fig 14 Noruulised strinss intensity factors (K1/CF/(C/TWJ) against (v/C)



Figs 15&16

-4 . . .* Newman C 1974

x Conventlonal Element .

Fig 15 Variation of normalised stress intensity factor (K1/EFr/TWI)
with thickness for SEC specimen
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Fig 16 Variation of normalised stress intensity fe-.tor (K/[a/C])
with thickness for SEC specimen (uniform tensile load)
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